Introduction
On February 16th and 17th, 2012, approximately 150 international researchers joined the first conference on an emerging discipline known as real-time functional magnetic resonance imaging (rtfMRI) neurofeedback at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ), Switzerland (www.relab.ethz.ch/rtfMRI2012). The purpose of this meeting was to provide a forum to share progress and discuss the challenges for future research and clinical applications. The meeting also inspired the creation of the following work, which reviews current progress and introduces open questions and controversies.
Functional MRI measures the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal in the brain (Ogawa et al., 1990a (Ogawa et al., ,1990b , a quantity that arises from several biophysical and physiological sources (Kim and Ogawa, 2012) and represents a vascular coupling to neural activity (Logothetis, 2008; Logothetis et al., 2001) . FMRI provides specific advantages over other non-invasive neuroimaging methods such as electroencephalographic recordings (EEG), including whole brain coverage and finer spatial resolution on the order of several millimeters. We define rtfMRI, first published by Cox et al. (1995) , as any process that uses functional information from a MRI scanner where the analysis and display of the fMRI keep pace with data acquisition. Although whole brain fMRI data sampling can now be performed in around half a second (Feinberg et al., 2010) , typical protocols still use sampling rates covering the brain approximately every two seconds. Cox et al. described that real-time brain mapping could be used for quality assurance, faster protocol development and "interactive experimental paradigms". At present, rtfMRI has additionally been applied to intraoperative surgical guidance (Hirsch et al., 2000) , brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) Yoo et al., 2004) , and neurofeedback.
While EEG neurofeedback has a long history (Elbert et al., 1980; Lynch et al., 1974; Rockstroh et al., 1984 Rockstroh et al., , 1993 , there has been a recent rise in attention to rtfMRI neurofeedback, providing a timely background for the conference. Fig. 1 shows that there were almost as many journal papers published on the topic in 2011-2012 (n = 73) than the preceding ten years combined (n = 75). The figure illustrates that recently neurofeedback and methods development currently comprise the plurality of the rtfMRI field, and as a result this paper focuses on neurofeedback approaches (Berman et al., 2011; Bray et al., 2007; Caria et al., 2007 Caria et al., , 2010 Chiew et al., 2012; deCharms et al., 2004 deCharms et al., , 2005 Frank et al., 2012; Haller et al., 2010; Hamilton et al., 2011; Hawkinson et al., 2011 Hawkinson et al., , 2012 Hinds et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2012; Johnston et al., 2010 Johnston et al., , 2011 Lee et al., 2011 Lee et al., , 2012 Li et al., 2012; Linden et al., 2012; McCaig et al., 2011; Posse et al., 2003; Rota et al., 2009; Scharnowski et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2011; Subramanian et al., 2011; Sulzer et al.; Veit et al., 2012; Weiskopf et al., 2003 Weiskopf et al., , 2004a Yoo and Jolesz, 2002; Yoo et al., 2008; Zotev et al., 2011) . Fig. 1 also clearly shows that review papers regarding this technology are rather plentiful (e.g. Caria et al., 2012; Chapin et al., 2012; deCharms, 2007 deCharms, , 2008 LaConte, 2011; Linden, 2012b; Sitaram et al., 2010; Weiskopf, 2012; Weiskopf et al., 2004b) . Therefore the purpose of this paper is to focus more on the open questions identified during the conference and the challenges that lie ahead. The paper is divided into five subsections that examine rtfMRI neurofeedback from different perspectives: 1) study design, 2) scientific applications, 3) clinical applications, 4) learning mechanisms and 5) the future of rtfMRI neurofeedback. Fig. 1 . Results of literature search regarding rtfMRI, found using the search term "Real-time fMRI" in Google Scholar, restricting findings to journal publications that use rtfMRI, develop technology specifically for rtfMRI or reviews primarily about rtfMRI. Publications were then categorized and color-coded accordingly.
Considerations in study design
The design of a study depends on its objectives. The experimental objectives of neurofeedback studies may range from demonstrating neurofeedback induced learning of self-regulation to specific behavioral effects (e.g. Rota et al., 2009; Shibata et al., 2011) or clinical improvement in patients (e.g. deCharms et al., 2005; Ruiz et al., 2013; Subramanian et al., 2011) . However, the majority of neurofeedback studies employ a similar experimental framework and schedule, primarily consisting of:
1. Definition of the physiological target and response: a region is anatomically specified or a functional localizer is applied to define the brain region, network and/or physiological response to be trained. 2. Neurofeedback of the physiological target response and measurement of subject performance: the participant is presented with online information on the activity of the physiological target to be trained (see Fig. 2 ) and attempts to learn to control the activation in the target brain area through the use of mental strategies, which can include anything from simple finger tapping to mental imagery or complex cognitive tasks. Feedback training may span several minutes, hours, or repeated sessions over days. 3. Transfer after successful training: when the participants have achieved successful regulation, they are tested to demonstrate whether they are able to maintain the skill of controlling brain activation or performing a task in the absence of feedback and/or in a different setting or task. 4. Experimental controls: studies employed different control groups or within subject control conditions to control for confounds in learning, behavioral and placebo effects. 5. Testing of behavioral effects: after participants learned effective regulation, one can test if this results in specific behavioral effects, typically before and after learning.
Definition of the physiological target and response
The definition of the neurofeedback target typically depends on the behavioral effect that is sought. For example, experiments that aimed at modulating reaction times manipulated the activity in motor areas such as the supplementary motor area (SMA) or primary motor cortex (M1) (Bray et al., 2007; Weiskopf et al., 2004a) . Another experiment, aimed at changing pain perception, regulated activity in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) (deCharms et al., 2005) . Shibata et al. aimed at specific voxels in the primary and secondary visual cortices to evoke a change in visual perception (Shibata et al., 2011) . Using previous knowledge of neural mechanisms underlying the desired behavioral change is the key to selecting the desired ROI.
The physiological target may be the average BOLD response in a chosen ROI, but it may also be more complex such as the differential activity in two ROIs (Chiew et al., 2012; Weiskopf et al., 2004b) . Ongoing studies explore the possibility for feedback of connectivity between brain areas (e.g. presentations by Ruiz, and Zilverstand), similar to functional or effective connectivity measures used off-line (e.g. Biswal et al., 1995; Roebroeck et al., 2005) . Specific ROIs can often be anatomically defined based on brain atlases or macroscopic anatomical landmarks, such as the insular cortex (Caria et al., 2007) , but also functionally defined, such as the parahippocampal place area (Weiskopf et al., 2004a) . A combination of overlaying functional activity on anatomical images may help further improve demarcation (e.g. hand knob of primary motor cortex presented by Blefari). Brain networks are usually difficult to define anatomically due to high variability. However, anatomical localizers may be more appropriate in certain cases where the relevant anatomical region is well defined and a reliable functional localizer is difficult (e.g. substantia nigra presented by Sulzer). Some unpublished evidence comparing functional to anatomical localizers for a given ROI was offered at the conference, showing that functional localizers offer a better contrast-tonoise signal in some circumstances, but that precise head stabilization is required to maintain this advantage as head movements of one millimeter or greater can remove this advantage over anatomical selection (presentation by deCharms). An alternative to general linear model (GLM)-based functional localizers is multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) of BOLD responses, which allow the experimenter to identify complex and interacting activity patterns over the whole brain, or a prespecified set of regions, probably best reflecting network activity (LaConte, 2011; LaConte et al., 2007) .
Neurofeedback of physiological target response

Neurofeedback signal
The primary concern upon receiving the feedback signal is to ensure it represents the underlying neural activity instead of physiological or movement artifact, which can contaminate BOLD measurements and thus inhibit learning self-regulation. A recent example of this was demonstrated by Zhang et al. (2011) , who showed that eye movements could inflate rtfMRI training effects in those slices limited to the location of the eyes. Physiological noise from sources such as heart rate and respiration (Hu et al., 2005) and head motion (Cox and Jesmanowicz, 1999; Friston et al., 1996; Hajnal et al., 1994) are arguably the most relevant artifacts in fMRI and rtfMRI as well. Many studies have employed online motion correction and some studies measured heart rate and breathing rates as covariates for systematic errors. Tools exist to account for physiological artifacts in post-hoc analysis such as RETROICOR (Glover et al., 2000; Kasper et al., 2009) , but real-time versions have yet to be published. Recent developments in signal processing in rtfMRI can further improve the robustness against such unspecific effects and noise (Hinds et al., 2011; Koush et al., 2012) . One method of online physiological noise correction is to show the differential BOLD response from two different regions (Caria et al., 2007) . In this way, breathing artifacts should cancel out because they can be expected to have similar effects on both target regions (Krüger and Glover, 2001) . On the other hand, while some noise may be correlated, the uncorrelated Gaussian noise of the two signals will be additive, thus reducing the signalto-noise ratio.
The subject's ability to discriminate the signal from noise is likely a critical factor in the ability to self-regulate. In addition, discriminability may be affected by sensory acuity of the feedback signal. Prior to launching an rtfMRI training experiment, subjects may be tested to determine how well they can reliably detect small differences in a pre-defined, simulated biological signal designed to mimic true fMRI data that may be presented during in-scanner training ("rtfMRI psychophysics" presented by deCharms). For example, one could use any psychophysical test where the signal is initially detectable by the subject (ensuring proper sensory acuity), and then gradually increase noise. However, while such conscious discriminability of signal may facilitate learning, it may not be necessary nor sufficient for learning (Black et al., 1977) .
In addition to discriminability, the temporal delay can affect the ability to self-regulate. In the great majority of studies, feedback has been continuously presented with minimal delay, approximately every 2 s depending on the volume acquisition rate. This may be based on methods developed using other forms of physiological feedback, such as EEG neurofeedback studies (e.g. Kotchoubey et al., 2001) . As noted later in the Instructions section, subjects are typically informed of the delay prior to the experiment. Alternatively, some studies have averaged the biological signal over a longer period to achieve more meaningful information, with feedback presented after longer blocks, up to one minute in length (Bray et al., 2007; Posse et al., 2003; Shibata et al., 2011; Yoo and Jolesz, 2002) . One pilot study reported improved learning in intermittent feedback compared to continuous feedback . The What are the factors that influence learning? section discusses the reasoning behind this in more detail.
Instructions
Instructions to the participants is an important part of neurofeedback training . To further reduce physiological artifacts and encourage learning, volunteers are often instructed to minimize head motion and irregular breathing in order to minimize a systematic influence of physiological artifacts on the feedback signal. It may also be explained that the signal is relatively noisy in order to manage the subject's expectations of perfect control. Typically the feedback signal and its delay with respect to neuronal activity are explained to the participants. Some studies also did short pre-trainings with computer-aided programs to acquaint participants with the delay of the feedback due to the hemodynamic response and the computing time for the feedback signal, and to ensure through task performance prior to scanning that subjects fully understand how to control the physiological information that they will see (presented by Hollman and deCharms).
A topic of debate at the conference was the primacy of implicit or explicit mental imagery strategies for self-regulation. Explicit strategies entail informing the subject of a specific means for self-regulation, whereas implicit approaches provide no such instruction and allow the subject greater room to explore different strategies. Earlier conventional wisdom suggested that providing a well-known explicit strategy to the subject would enable more efficient self-regulation, and that taking the time to find one's own effective strategy would take too long in the harsh and expensive MR environment. One unpublished study that directly compared the effects of explicit vs. potential implicit learning examined neurofeedback of the language area in 16 participants first using implicit strategies (presented by deCharms). They found no learning, despite this being chosen as a brain region that subjects can very easily control, and might be expected to readily learn implicit control over. When subjects were then given explicit strategies, they were able to learn the task. However, recent studies using implicit strategies have challenged conventional wisdom (Kim et al., 2011; Shibata et al., 2011) with one of these studies indicating learning within a single session (Shibata et al., 2011) . Indeed, implicit strategies may be more advantageous since compliance to a suggested cognitive strategy cannot be quantitatively confirmed, and it may be difficult for some people to understand or report. There are also many other considerations to account for in this unresolved debate, such as the fact that some regions may have no associated explicit strategy, costly and limited scanner time, and the specific hypothesis to be tested. It may be that until the mechanisms behind such learning are better understood (see Learning mechanisms section), it may be difficult to reach a conclusion.
Task design
Most studies employ a block design for the regulation task. In this type of design, volunteers are required to regulate the BOLD signal for usually 15-30 s followed by a rest block of similar duration. Unlike event-related designs, block designs are less sensitive to undesired delays due to the required task switching and slow BOLD response. A single run consists of 3-6 blocks, lasts ca. 5-15 min and is repeated 2-5 times within an experimental session. The number of sessions varies significantly between studies from a single session to up to 10 sessions (Shibata et al., 2011) , but the majority consisted of a single session (e.g. Caria et al., 2007; deCharms et al., 2005) . Offline mental training between sessions could be advantageous towards accelerating learning (Subramanian et al., 2011) , but make it difficult to separate its effect from neurofeedback training. When explicit strategies are suggested, anecdotal evidence was offered that offline coaching by the experimenters could also have a positive effect on motivation and performance (presentation by deCharms). The maximal number of runs seems to be limited by the attention span and exhaustion of volunteers, possibly affected by the type of feedback provided.
Feedback is typically presented visually as a 'thermometer display' or continuous scrolling curve representing brain activation. However, feedback has also been implemented via virtual reality, such as reaching for a coffee mug (Sitaram et al., 2005) , computer games (Goebel et al., 2004) , or a virtual fire (deCharms et al., 2005) . Auditory feedback is an option, but has rarely been attempted (Posse et al., 2003) . During the meeting, the impact of neurofeedback interfaces and how to potentially evaluate and optimize their design was noted as a current research gap in the field. In addition, the conference participants discussed a frequent lack of methodological detail in articles, making it difficult for other groups to replicate studies using the same processing parameters and rules for feedback display updates (i.e. methods for calculating percent signal change and descriptions of how measured changes are related to number of units and visual field angles incremented or decremented from a thermometer).
Although the majority of studies use the same training duration for all subjects in the study, it has been recognized that designs that select different amounts of training for different subjects may be more appropriate, since the individual learning curves can vary significantly. Thus, at least one study introduced individual criteria for finalizing the training (Scharnowski et al., 2012) , e.g., based on achieved success of regulation in transfer trials (see Replication section). This may help to make group effects more homogeneous in following behavioral tests.
Typically, neurofeedback is conducted without any explicit sensory stimulation other than the feedback signal itself, although this need not be the case. For instance, deCharms and colleagues have trained subjects to control brain activation in response to painful stimuli (deCharms et al., 2005) . Veit et al. (2012) trained participants to volitionally up-and down-regulate the anterior insula in the presence of threat-related stimuli. Another study employed down-regulation of amygdala during emotional stimuli (presented by Bruehl). Yet another study trained individuals to up-and down-regulate, in separate sessions, brain regions involved in the visual perception of emotion, when subjects were concurrently stimulated by a backward priming paradigm (Kim et al., 2011, presentation by Sitaram) . The choice of stimulus-based self-regulation depends on the function to be regulated and/or the question at hand.
Transfer after successful training
Since many studies are interested in investigating potential behavioral effects learned through rtfMRI-based training that remain after the training has ended, it is important to determine whether participants are able to demonstrate enhanced brain activation or other behavioral effects when they are no longer viewing rtfMRI information, and outside the scanner. In particular, in clinical applications an important goal will be to maintain skills practiced and acquired during rtfMRI sessions and be able to apply them to real-life situations. Many studies included transfer runs that followed the same experimental design as training runs but lacked the feedback signal (e.g. deCharms Ruiz et al., 2013; Sulzer et al., 2013) . Usually transfer runs are conducted at the end of an experimental session or after a number of sessions. As transfer should demonstrate the degree to which the learned regulatory ability can be translated to the world outside the scanner, some studies use similar, but different paradigms compared to the training task (Caria et al., 2007) . Debriefings following transfer sessions have used subjective reports of regulation success to assess placebo effects and awareness-similar to EEG feedback studies (Kotchoubey et al., 2001) . More clinically-oriented studies will likely desire long-term monitoring of behavioral consequences, adding a follow-up behavioral evaluation long after rtfMRI training (see Replication section).
Experimental control conditions
The experimental controls employed in rtfMRI neurofeedback can serve various purposes. In most cases control groups have been used to determine whether the feedback signal is necessary for learning to regulate brain activation, compared to the effects on brain activation produced through repetitive training using simple instructions alone. Control groups received sham feedback that was derived from other participants' data or artificially created (Caria et al., 2010; deCharms et al., 2004 deCharms et al., , 2005 Rota et al., 2009) . In other studies control groups received contingent feedback (i.e. directly related to the feedback signal), but from areas other than the experimental target region (deCharms et al., 2005; Scharnowski et al., 2012) , which can control for psychoeducative (i.e. benefit from learning) effects. In another study, feedback to the control group was inverted unbeknownst to the participants, thereby encouraging down-regulation of the selected ROI to help delineate the influence of neurofeedback on self-regulation (Sulzer et al., 2013) . In the sham feedback paradigm the success rates can be well-matched between the experimental and control groups, but it may not present a realistic feedback with respect to noise and contingency. However, a subject may consciously or unconsciously interpret the less representative sham or control region feedback, thereby discouraging performance and creating a placebo expectancy effect (Stroebel and Glueck, 1973) . In some studies, regulation without the feedback has been used as a control condition (e.g. deCharms et al., 2005) . These control conditions are all examples of negative controls, i.e. conditions that one would expect to show worse performance than the experimental group.
Positive controls represent an important future area for research, allowing the direct comparison of results achievable through rtfMRIbased training with results that can be achieved through other means. For instance, the level of activation in a target ROI produced following neurofeedback should be directly and quantitatively compared to the level of activation produced using the best-known method of exciting that region, not just with a baseline condition or a negative control (described by deCharms). This was the strategy used by Berman et al. who examined self-regulation of primary motor cortex, finding that self-regulation using finger tapping exhibited, as expected, far superior performance to that of mental imagery strategies (Berman et al., 2011) . Given its cost and complexity, if rtfMRI-based training is to have practical applications, it is important to demonstrate that training can produce novel task strategies that in turn produce novel levels of activation meaningfully superior to those that can be achieved using 'best-in-class' conventional task strategies. Inclusion of positive controls is a necessary step in moving the field towards clinical translation, as it has been with other neural stimulation methods such as pharmacology, TMS, and electrical stimulation.
Behavioral effects of neurofeedback
An exciting and emerging focus for many groups using rtfMRI neurofeedback has moved from learning regulation to testing specific behavioral effects. Some examples of behavioral outcomes in previous studies include measures of finger tapping frequency (Subramanian et al., 2011) , visual acuity (Scharnowski et al., 2012) , and emotion recognition (Ruiz et al., 2013) , amongst others. Finding changes in these outcomes is not enough to claim a benefit without proper controls (deCharms et al., 2005) . Particularly in clinical studies, new possibilities and issues in controls arise aside from those mentioned in the previous section. In these studies, control groups who receive a completely different type of treatment were introduced to control for placebo effects and estimate the relative efficiency, since it may be less important to estimate the precise effect of the feedback. For example, in a study on chronic pain, rtfMRI neurofeedback was compared to skin conductance response feedback (deCharms et al., 2005) . In Parkinson's disease, neurofeedback was compared to motor imagery (Subramanian et al., 2011) . Within subject controls are also possible by training two mutually exclusive physiological responses. An example is the bidirectional regulation of the BOLD response. For example, in such a bidirectional control design, significantly different memory encoding effects were shown for the up-vs. down-regulation condition (Weiskopf et al., 2004b) . Such an internal control reins in on unspecific attention and regulation effects and does not require matching of different groups. Using a different strategy, Shibata and colleagues trained each subject on one of three different grating patterns and found differential improvements based on a functionally localized ROI (Shibata et al., 2011) . Placebo effects can also be controlled for by subjective reports as shown in EEG-feedback (Kotchoubey et al., 2001; Schwartz and Andrasik, 2003 ) but this has not yet been implemented in rtfMRI feedback.
In summary, there is currently no single "correct" experimental design in rtfMRI neurofeedback, but there are important principles that the field is rapidly developing to make experiments more likely to succeed, and their results more meaningful. While there are many basic elements that rtfMRI neurofeedback experiments have in common, experimental designs will vary depending on the specific hypothesis, ROI, behavior, and type of subject. As with most experiments, pilot testing is required to fine-tune various parameters, and to maximize learning and robustness. There still remain many fundamental open questions regarding optimization of designs, as noted in Box 1.
Scientific applications
Neurofeedback as a scientific tool was pioneered by a number of researchers in the late 1960's (Fetz, 1969; Fox and Rudell, 1968; Olds, 1965; Wyrwicka and Sterman, 1968 ), using electrophysiological recordings in animals either noninvasively (EEG) or invasively. These research lines continue into the present time (Jackson et al., 2006; Moritz et al., 2008; Schafer and Moore, 2011) . In humans, a number of studies have demonstrated the feasibility of learning to control local brain activity using rtfMRI neurofeedback. Some of these studies have shown that learned control of brain activity leads to behavioral effects that are specific to the functional role of the targeted brain area (Bray et al., 2007; Caria et al., 2007; deCharms et al., 2005; Haller et al., 2010; Rota et al., 2009; Scharnowski et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2011; Subramanian et al., 2011; Weiskopf et al., 2003) . Whereas conventional neuroimaging measures changes in BOLD signal that are due to sensory stimulation or performing a behavioral task, neurofeedback offers the opportunity to examine how changes in BOLD signal precede changes in behavior. In other words, while in conventional neuroimaging experiments, behavioral task or sensory stimulation is the independent variable (and brain activity the dependent variable), brain activity is the independent variable in neurofeedback experiments. Similar to other interventional techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), deep brain stimulation, cortical cooling, psychopharmacology, or focal lesions in patients, neurofeedback thus allows for establishing a causal link between brain activity and behavior. This section discusses the current use and potential of neurofeedback in scientific investigation through examples of neuromodulation by the individuals themselves (i.e. endogenously), and by an external source (i.e. exogenously).
The pioneering studies in neurofeedback examined how endogenous manipulation of brain activity within a single ROI affected behavior. For example, the study by deCharms et al. examined how self-regulation of rACC correlated with pain perception (deCharms et al., 2005) . Instead of trying to dose-match the self-regulation as with brain stimulation, the authors correlated the ability to selfregulate rACC with reduced pain perception. The experiment also used three control groups experiencing either no feedback, yoked (i.e. from another participant) sham feedback, or feedback from a different region, none of which showed the same effects as contingent rACC neurofeedback. These controls ensured that the effect did not arise from the explicit mental strategy given, observing rACC activity, or the ability to self-regulate any region, respectively. While a strong case can be made that rACC modulates pain perception from this study, the authors admit that it is possible that rACC activity changes may be driven by top-down connections from a higher order region that causally affects both rACC activity and pain perception as independent quantities. Secondly, it may also be possible that the participants' abilities to self-regulate rACC may not be independent of the abilities to self-regulate pain. Other studies have applied similar ROI-based neurofeedback approaches to fields such as motor function by training on a ROI in the precentral gyrus (Bray et al., 2007) , language by training a ROI in the inferior frontal gyrus (Rota et al., 2009) , emotions by training a ROI in the insula (Caria et al., 2010) , memory by training a ROI in the parahippocampal complex (Weiskopf et al., 2004b) , and perception by training a ROI in the occipital cortex (Scharnowski et al., 2012) . The variety of functional brain areas that have been successfully targeted with neurofeedback indicates that this approach is a versatile tool for scientific investigation whose limitations are still unknown.
Yet rtfMRI has potential beyond single ROI neurofeedback, as developments in multivariate methods have led to a new set of possibilities. There have been a number of multivariate approaches such as functional connectivity-based (presentation by Zilverstand), multiple ROIs (Chiew et al., 2012) , and machine learning classifiers (LaConte et al., 2007; Sitaram et al., 2011) . One study by Shibata et al. (2011) used a decoder to identify voxels in early visual cortex (V1/V2) corresponding to three different Gabor patch gratings differing by 60°orientation from each other. The feedback signal communicated the likelihood of these voxels representing one of the patches, unbeknownst to the participant. Following neurofeedback training, participants improved perceptual sensitivity to the target grating compared to the other two. These different gratings were an inventive way to establish control conditions separating the ability to self-regulate from behavioral effects. To account for specificity, the authors compared activity in other related regions offline to V1/V2 activity, showing that no other connected regions could account for this change. While this study limits the ROI selection to visual cortex, the neurofeedback approach benefits from whole brain coverage and thus allows for modulating any choice of ROI(s), especially when multivariate methods are used. This represents a significant advantage over other neuromodulation techniques relegated to single cortical areas.
Recently, online measurement of brain states using rtfMRI has been used to control exogenous events, a novel approach for neuroscientific investigation. In contrast to endogenous neurofeedback, in which participants self-regulate brain activity via a feedback signal, in exogenous neurofeedback, the feedback signal is not presented to subjects, but it is instead used to trigger external stimuli in order to manipulate brain activity and/or behavior. In other words, a key difference between endogenous and exogenous neurofeedback is that in the former, the participant is aware of the feedback signal. For example, in an innovative study, Yoo and colleagues monitored the activation in a memory-related ROI in real-time and triggered a Box 1 Open questions for study design.
1. What is the optimal study design (i.e. run length, block length, etc.) for learning and how does it vary with region and strategy? 2. When should instructed strategies be implicit or explicit? 3. Are visual feedback channels always more advantageous than other sensory channels? 4. How does feedback and the amount of information it provides affect motivation, attention and learning? 5. When is intermittent feedback more advantageous than continuous feedback? memory probe when participants entered "good" and "bad" brain states for learning novel scenes . They found that when scenes were triggered by good ROI states, they were remembered significantly better than scenes that were triggered by bad ROI states. Hence, the activation patterns in the ROI were correlated with memory performance. However, from a causal perspective, the possibility of a higher order region or network being primarily responsible for this effect is not clear. Another study by the same group used triggering to investigate how vigilance changes with increasing activity in supplementary motor area (SMA) activity compared to increasing activity in default-mode network (DMN) regions (Hinds et al., 2013) . They found increased vigilance when triggering during higher SMA activity compared to DMN activity, implicating the differential roles of the SMA and DMN, as well as a method for controlling human vigilance. Aside from triggering a probe depending on the brain state, a largely unexplored area of rtfMRI is what is known as a "closedloop" paradigm, which exogenously manipulates brain activity. In such a paradigm, the sensory stimulation is modified depending on the current level of brain activity. For example, Gantner and colleagues changed the transparency of an image of a house depending on the level of activity in a house processing brain area (Gantner et al., 2010) . The participants in this experiment were not aware that the visual stimulation was linked to their own brain activity. Instead of a brain-machine interface, such a closed loop paradigm represents a "machine-brain" interface, where the machine stimulates a particular pattern of brain activity, rather than the traditional opposite direction. However, while reducing the role of human cognition in the control loop, the challenges of a machine-brain interface migrate from mental strategies to the design of the machine controller, or in other words, the burden of how to regulate the BOLD signal relies on artificial intelligence and the availability of the appropriate stimuli. Nevertheless, this paradigm can be used to investigate neuronal dynamics with the unique advantages of repeatable and controllable manipulation over arbitrary regions within the whole brain.
These examples illustrate that rtfMRI-based paradigms are complementary to, and significantly extend the possibilities of conventional neuroimaging methods. As discussed above, single ROI-based endogenous neurofeedback can be used to establish links between specific brain regions and behavior, while more recent multivariate approaches have the advantage of taking a whole-brain network perspective of these relations. Exogenous methods such as triggering can be used to probe certain brain states for a specific online behavioral response, whereas a "machine-brain" interface can potentially selectively alter brain states within the realm of available stimuli. Taken together, similar to other interventional techniques, rtfMRI-based paradigms might allow researchers to address questions of causality rather than mere correlations between brain activity and mental functions. Compared to the other interventional techniques, the main advantage of rtfMRI-based paradigms is that they are noninvasive (compared to deep brain stimulation, cortical cooling, or psychopharmacology), that they allow for whole brain coverage, even of subcortical structures (compared to TMS), that they allow for a high spatial resolution (compared to TMS and psychopharmacology), and that they allow for a flexible choice of the target ROI (compared to brain lesions, psychopharmacology, and TMS). Another advantage of the neurofeedback approach is that the learning as well as executing the learned control over brain activity takes place in the MR scanner. This allows for investigating plastic changes that take place due to neurofeedback training as well as for investigating how modulating brain activity in the trained ROI affects processing in other brain areas Rota et al., 2011) . At this point, we have not been able to identify any topics in the cognitive neurosciences addressed with fMRI that cannot also be investigated with rtfMRI-based approaches. Given the novelty of the field, important questions regarding its use are beginning to be addressed, examples of which are provided in Box 2.
Clinical applications
Disorders of the brain, ranging from stroke to addiction to autism, represent one of the crucial public health challenges for rtfMRI neurofeedback. The following section describes the steps to be taken and risks to be considered if neurofeedback is to play a role in addressing this challenge.
Although a large variety of brain disorders could be imagined in principle as targets for neurofeedback, robust and well-controlled studies on patients based on well-founded pathophysiological models must lead the way. Until now, studies using rtfMRI neurofeedback have shown that healthy subjects can self-regulate a number of different brain regions during scanning, and a smaller number of studies have investigated patient populations. Less is known about the ability of patients with neurological and psychiatric disorders to learn self-regulation of focal brain activity through rtfMRI neurofeedback and the behavioral effects thereof. Previous literature in EEG neurofeedback has shown the ability to self-regulate brain activity in patients suffering from psychiatric and neurological disorders, including ADHD and epilepsy . To date, several individual pilot studies in rtfMRI neurofeedback have reported training success with different patient groups (Table 1) .
Which neural circuit to train?
One methodological aspect in the development of therapeutic rtfMRI neurofeedback is to differentiate between training aimed at improving deficient neural circuitries directly versus training "compensatory" circuits to take over for lost or impaired function. The success of training aimed at deficient circuits, which is akin to the approach generally taken in the development of deep-brain stimulation protocols, depends on sound knowledge of these circuits, for example when the model of a disorder is well-supported by multimodal evidence (animal studies, human studies, stimulation/lesion studies). The ROI or network targeted by rtfMRI neurofeedback should be accurately represented based on neuroscientific and clinical knowledge of the pathophysiology of the disorder at hand, which is a particular challenge in those psychiatric disorders where no clinically suitable imaging biomarkers have been identified (Linden, 2012a) .
If the specific biological mechanism of a disease state or other impairment is not well-known, an alternative would be to target potentially compensatory networks that have been well studied in the healthy population. One example of relevance to psychiatry is the putative networks for automatic and voluntary emotion regulation (Ochsner et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2008) , which provide multiple targets for region-or network-based neurofeedback training (Esmail and Linden, 2011; LaConte et al., 2007; Sitaram et al., 2011) . If we assume that patients have a clinical, psychological or cognitive deficit in a particular Box 2 Open questions for scientific applications.
1. What are the limitations of rtfMRI for scientific investigation in cognitive neuroscience? 2. How can the specific advantages of endogenous and exogenous methods be used for scientific investigation? 3. Can it be proven that excitation, endogenously or exogenously elicited, truly causes an action? 4. How can introspective measures related to mental strategies be quantified/classified? domain, for example in emotion regulation, it might make sense to engage them in a training process involving the relevant circuits without requiring demonstration of a primary deficit in these circuits.
Although it may sound unsatisfactory to apply a treatment protocol without first demonstrating a biological deficit, this approach has been successfully implemented in nearly all psychiatric (both biological and psychological) therapeutics (Linden, 2012a) . However, one potential problem with this approach is that functional networks in patients may differ from those in the healthy population as a result of primary deficits or adaptations to the disease process. This problem can be addressed by identifying target areas through individual functional localizer scans. For example, a recent study on depression by some of the co-authors identified the brain areas responsive to positive emotional stimuli at the start of each neurofeedback session and used these functionally defined areas as ROIs for the self-regulation training (Linden et al., 2012) .
Potential risks
One of the first steps before clinical implementation is to evaluate the potential risks involved. When safety guidelines are properly followed, MRI and fMRI are regarded as relatively risk-free methods. In over 20 years of application, no severe adverse events have occurred or side effects have been detected as long as safety guidelines are followed (Bourland et al., 1999; Schaefer et al., 2000; Schenck, 2000; Shellock and Crues, 2004) . A recent safety study that directly investigated potential adverse events related to fMRI and related to rtfMRIbased training has demonstrated that neither fMRI nor rtfMRI-based training produced adverse events at greater rates than those associated with non-scanning controls, even in chronic pain patients who are particularly susceptible to side effects (Hawkinson et al., 2012) . However, one study in schizophrenic patients found that they detected disgust faces better with up-regulation of anterior insula (Ruiz et al., 2013) . A potential risk is that maladaptive neural plasticity could be induced, for instance, by repeated rtfMRI neurofeedback training of dysfunctional strategies. The only side effects commonly observed to date include mental fatigue and physical discomfort, natural accompaniments to experiments that require concentration and minimal head movement in the scanner. In addition, people may also feel claustrophobic in such a tight space, which limits the potential patient population, and the scanner is loud which can lead to ringing in the ears.
Determining effect size
After showing the general applicability of rtfMRI neurofeedback for training of regulatory abilities in mental disorders, the method needs to undergo scrutiny by the methods of evidence-based medicine. First, one must determine the effects of rtfMRI neurofeedback in healthy participants (e.g. Bray et al., 2007; Shibata et al., 2011; Weiskopf et al., 2003) . Typically, the next step would be "dose-finding" protocols on small patient groups to determine the maximum tolerated and the clinically meaningful or necessary dosage. However, it remains an interesting open question as to whether patients are even capable of reaching such maximum levels of neurofeedback performance, or even if it is possible to achieve at all using endogenous means. While trials on small patient groups using rtfMRI training have been conducted (see Table 1 ), none have witnessed adverse effects from excessive selfregulation, as discussed in the Potential risks section. Finally, it should be noted that no studies using rtfMRI training have yet conducted follow-up examinations, such as after 3, 6 and 12 months, despite their importance in determining its effect (e.g. Craske et al., 1991; Öst and Westling, 1995) .
Randomized controlled trials and multicenter studies
In further stages of investigation, rtfMRI neurofeedback will have to prove its clinical utility in comparison with alternative therapeutic methods, for example psychotherapy, pharmacotherapy, physiotherapy or other physical interventions. This will require randomized clinical trials. These studies will address the efficacy and generalizability of neurofeedback while revealing risks and side effects in comparison to other methods (Jacobson and Christensen, 1996) , such as biofeedback using peripheral mechanisms and experimenter guidance, likely in a multi-center design. The challenges of these clinical trials include high numbers of subjects (depending on effect size), well-defined controlgroups such as sham feedback and alternative stimulation methods, and close communication between participating centers to ensure data stability and consistency (e.g. multicenter studies on the efficacy and mechanisms of psychotherapy as conducted by Gloster et al., 2009) .
Replication
Ensuring reproducibility is a key challenge in neurofeedback studies. One of the landmark works in the field found self-regulation of rACC could reduce pain scores in chronic pain patients compared to controls in a single session (deCharms et al., 2005) . A follow-up trial consisted of six training sessions, approximately weekly, and using six different explicit mental strategies, on a larger number of subjects (21 experimental, 38 sham). The cognitive strategies used by all of the subjects to control their pain had been derived and optimized during prior rtfMRI-based training sessions. These experiments, presented by deCharms, showed that the subjects' pain symptoms improved markedly. In addition, subjects who received rtfMRI-based training during the experiment improved their ability to control brain activation in target ROIs related to the pain system, while control subjects who received identical training but sham rtfMRI information had no improvements in their control over brain activation. However, on the symptoms level, the two groups had very similar changes in their pain ratings-both groups improved similarly. This suggests two important possibilities: 1) it may be that clinically meaningful improvements in patients can be achieved using strategies derived previously from rtfMRI-based training experiments, even in the absence of scanning; 2) it may be, in this application, that rtfMRI-based training itself does not produce greater benefit to patients than the benefit produced by appropriately-selected strategies. Caution against overstating progress should be exercised. Despite the proof-of-principle in healthy subjects and preliminary results in some patient groups, a real usefulness in clinical routine is far from being demonstrated (see open questions listed in Box 3). The reader should be cautioned that projecting practical clinical results from rtfMRI remains a future goal; currently, even the more basic routine diagnostic use of fMRI has yet to be established in wide clinical practice. Nevertheless, the growing interest in fMRI-based neurofeedback and its clinical applications is likely to also lead to a deeper understanding of the brain processes underlying neurological and psychiatric disorders, and potentially to the development of novel forms of treatment.
Learning mechanisms
While there are several studies demonstrating rtfMRI as a scientific tool or a therapeutic method, there are very few studies targeted at testing specific theoretical hypotheses about the mechanism of operant and cognitive control of neural activity with feedback. Gaining an understanding of and then exploiting these learning mechanisms could help standardize and quantify methods used in the field. In this chapter, we discuss some fundamental questions raised in the conference regarding what model best represents neurofeedback-associated learning mechanisms.
What are the learning mechanisms engaged by neurofeedback?
Learning via rtfMRI training entails a number of possible learning mechanisms. This section discusses two overarching concepts, namely, associative learning and information representation in light of rtfMRI neurofeedback training.
Associative learning is the process by which an association between two stimuli, or between a behavior and a stimulus is learned. The two forms of associative learning are classical and operant conditioning. Operant learning theory, often used to explain neurofeedback learning, states that the probability of a physiological response is increased when a reinforcing stimulus follows that response. The theory focuses on three main elements: (1) discriminative stimuli (SDs), (2) responses, and (3) reinforcers. When the response is reinforced in the presence of one SD (e.g. a visual symbol of an up-arrow) and not in the presence of other SDs (e.g. visual symbol of a down-arrow), the increase in response probability will occur only in the presence of the first SD. In the case of a rtfMRI neurofeedback experiment, a reinforcing stimulus could be the real-time feedback of the brain activity, for example, in the form of increase in the bars of a thermometer in proportion to the amplitude of the BOLD signal in a brain region relative to baseline or a given reference activity.
In recent review papers on learning and memory (Dickinson, 2012; Gallistel and Matzel, 2013) , prominent neuroscientists in the field discussed two major extant theoretical frameworks, namely, associative learning and information representation. According to the current view, associative learning forms input-output mappings between stimulus and response without representing the environment that makes the behavior adaptive. In contrast, most contemporary cognitive neuroscience theories of learning and memory are representational; learning mechanisms extract useful information from experience, while memory carries the acquired information forward in time in a computational form that could be retrieved and used by the subject (Gallistel and King, 2009 ). Representational and higher-order cognitive theories are centered on the concept of expectancy, defined as a future-oriented belief, as more than the activation of simple binary associations. In higher organisms like humans, behavioral flexibility requires greater complexity, forming associations via conditioning procedures as well as from other sources of information. Recently, Koralek et al. demonstrated that controlling brain activity is a form of abstract skill by using a novel paradigm of auditory cursor control in rodents trained to modulate the electrophysiological signals of the primary motor cortex (Koralek et al., 2012) . Remarkably, the authors showed the specific involvement of cortico-striatal plasticity by deletion of NMDA receptors which impaired this skill. In light of these results and earlier studies that show that learning an abstract skill involves cognitive or representational aspects (Beauchamp et al., 2003) , we can surmise that learning may involve both methods discussed above, with the greater involvement of information representation in the learning process with greater complexity of self-regulation, a hypothesis that could be investigated with future rtfMRI studies (Dayan and Cohen, 2011) .
What are the psychobiological mechanisms of neurofeedback?
The physiological basis of learning is still evolving. The neurobiological process believed to be the basis of associative learning is long-term potentiation (LTP). Current opinion emphasizes the role of a specific form of LTP called spike timing-dependent plasticity (Caporale and Dan, 2008) , although recently this established theory has been questioned (Gallistel and Matzel, 2013) .
While much is known regarding how BOLD changes are associated with underlying neural changes, a complete understanding of neurovascular coupling is still not clear. It is known that both neural excitatory and inhibitory responses lead to increases in the BOLD signal (Logothetis, 2008) . Given this, we cannot say whether voluntary up-regulation of BOLD leads in summary to neural excitation or inhibition. The resulting behavioral effects do shed a light on this issue. However, one might assume that induced neuronal activation would lead to consolidation or strengthening of the used connections and networks, perhaps through Hebbian mechanisms of learning (Hebb, 1949; Martin and Morris, 2002) . Another potential mechanism, although perhaps less likely, is that modulation of the vascular activity is learned operantly which then changes BOLD as a consequence (Moore and Cao, 2008) . Future animal and human studies of rtfMRI self-regulation, conducted during combined BOLD and electrophysiological measurements, might help answer the above questions, not only throwing further light on the brain mechanisms of volitional regulation, but also on neurovascular coupling.
Box 3
Open questions for clinical applications. Are there limits to operant learning and how can they be overcome?
It has been shown that BCIs based on operant learning of electrical or hemodynamic brain responses can be used by paralyzed people to select letters or words with their EEG recorded brain activity and thus restore communication (Birbaumer, 2006; Birbaumer and Cohen, 2007; Birbaumer et al., 2008; Buch et al., 2012; Vaadia and Birbaumer, 2009 ). However, despite repeated efforts, it has thus far not been possible to train BCI-use in the completely locked-in state and in vegetative state (Kübler and Birbaumer, 2008; Ramos Murguialday et al., 2009) . It should be noted that work is currently in progress to address this specifically with rtfMRI-based spellers (presentation by Goebel) . In light of this, Birbaumer et al. have proposed that extinction of voluntary goal-directed behavior and goal-directed thinking after prolonged periods of complete lack of movement contingencies is responsible for this failure despite intact input-oriented cognitive processing . Birbaumer pointed out that the problem of replicating operant learning of autonomic responses in the curarized rat (Miller, 1975; Miller and Dworkin, 1974) may constitute an analog to the failure of brain communication in complete paralysis. Technical alternatives to non-invasive BCIs such as communication with saliva pH-changes (Wilhelm et al., 2006) , sniffing (Plotkin et al., 2010) , functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS; Naito et al., 2007; Sitaram et al., 2007) and invasive recordings (Hochberg et al., 2006; Ramos Murguialday et al., 2009 ) cannot overcome the described psychological learning deficit which may be even more profound in vegetative ("apallic") state where patients spend years in unresponsive positions despite partially intact cognition (Kotchoubey et al., 2005; Monti et al., 2010) . The above problem could reflect a physiological and methodological constraint to any form of operant training including rtfMRI neurofeedback. In view of this problem, Birbaumer and colleagues have planned to experimentally test a solution to this fundamental disorder of volition and loss of communication abilities through twoprocess learning of brain-responses: first by using "reflexive" classical conditioning of brain responses, and second by the enhancement of the acquired response through instrumental conditioning .
What are the factors that influence learning?
The biofeedback literature and recent findings from rtfMRI studies suggest the following major factors that affect learning: contingency, contiguity, instructed reinforcement, and shaping and chaining.
Contingency refers to the conditional probability of reinforcement given a response or given a failure to respond. The study of this factor includes the investigation of different modalities (visual, auditory, tactile, etc.) of the response-contingent stimuli, their different physical properties (such as amplitude, rate and the complexity), and the different functional relationships between the response and the feedback. In rtfMRI neurofeedback studies, the contingency of the feedback is often manipulated as a control condition, such as sham feedback (e.g. deCharms et al., 2005) .
Temporal contiguity refers to the time interval between response and reinforcement. In an rtfMRI setting, the intrinsic delay between the neural activity that is regulated and the BOLD changes due to the slow hemodynamic response is known. Added to this would be the delay in acquisition and computation of the feedback signal. Johnson et al. (2012) showed that intermittent presentation of feedback (about 20 s delay) is more effective than continuous presentation when an imagery-based strategy was used for self-regulation. Intermittent feedback could be more advantageous in certain situations, such as during the early stage of learning, as it does not interfere with the ongoing imagery during self-regulation.
Methods employed for training voluntary control generally contain two procedural elements: instructions and response-contingent stimulation. Although for reasons of historical bias, the experimental analysis of voluntary control has tended to emphasize the role of feedback and has neglected the influence of instructions, data suggests that instructions are not at all neutral in influencing voluntary control (Schwartz and Beatty, 1977) . Subjects tend to report what instructions lead them to expect. In view of this, the investigation of experimental instructions is relevant for the analysis of voluntary control (see Instructions section). Furthermore, psychological and behavioral tasks designed to test the effect of neurofeedback training must look for sensitive yet robust measures that control for effects of placebo and instruction. Shaping and chaining have received attention in the biofeedback literature (Black et al., 1977) but have not been explicitly elaborated and investigated in rtfMRI studies. The nature of the feedback itself can be deconstructed into components that may individually or in concert affect learning. How these parameters may be tuned and to what extent remains one of many open questions (see Box 4).
Where is the future of rtfMRI neurofeedback?
Since its introduction in 1995 (Cox et al., 1995) rtfMRI has inspired research leading towards neural intervention, intraoperative procedures, brain-computer interfaces and quality assurance. While the future of rtfMRI neurofeedback can lead towards some exciting applications in a multitude of neurological and psychiatric disorders, we are currently just beginning to scratch the surface of where it can be applied. This section discusses both the immediate future and long-term future of fMRI-based neurofeedback.
Immediate future
Naturally, the future of rtfMRI coincides with that of fMRI (for review on advances in fMRI, see Wald, 2012) . Recent work has made measurement of more specific regions possible. For instance, imaging of the function of microcolumnar structures is being implemented, including using higher static fields such as 7T and high resolution grid sampling (presented by Goebel). Goebel mentioned the availability of ultrafast sequences that could allow very low TRs, improving contrast-to-noise ratio. This strategy is already being investigated by other groups (Posse et al., 2012) . Another method of obtaining more specificity using multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) was presented, distinguishing cortical representation of individual fingers in real time in the primary somatosensory cortex (presented by Kaas). Taken together, fMRI is becoming more specific and faster. However, the delay due to the hemodynamic response will remain as a constant which has to be considered in future even with faster measuring and calculations.
Hyperscanning is a technique developed to measure brain activity from more than one subject simultaneously during social interaction (Montague et al., 2002) , which can be combined with neurofeedback training (Goebel et al., 2004) . A successful implementation of rtfMRI
Box 4
Open questions for learning mechanisms.
1. To what extent do feedback factors such as feedback delay, contingency, reinforcement, motivation, instructions and manipulations differentially affect learning? 2. What neural correlates underlie neurofeedback learning? 3. How do explicit and implicit strategies affect learning? 4. Is the level of activation using neurofeedback that can be reached greater than that with a predefined task? 5. To what extent can the signal be discerned spatially and temporally?
hyperscanning was presented using navigation through simple competitive and cooperative tasks through motor imagery, and a further example implementing a virtual environment to examine cooperation (presentation by Baecke). Hyperscanning, especially in a virtual environment, has potential for use in social neuroscience experiments, specifically neuroeconomics studies, human-computer interaction and human-computer-human interaction. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) can quantify the concentration of certain specific chemical compounds, for example GABA and creatine (Castillo et al., 1996) . To date, real-time functional MRS has already been used to quantify dynamic BOLD changes in real-time (Koush et al., 2011) . In the same manner as rtfMRI neurofeedback, real-time MRS could be used to manipulate neurotransmitter production or track brain metabolites (presentation by Koush) .
Another alternative acquisition method to traditional fMRI is arterial spin labeling (ASL). ASL traces arterial blood as it flows into the brain (regional cerebral blood flow, rCBF) by "tagging" arterial blood magnetically and then measuring the response approximately one second later in the brain (Detre et al., 1994) and comparing it to a "non-tagged" control condition. It has poorer temporal resolution than EPI as a result but the advantages of a physiological and clinically meaningful outcome measure in rCBF and a true baseline. Real-time ASL (rtASL) has recently been reported (Hernandez-Garcia et al., 2011) . Although currently the signal-to-noise ratio is not as good as EPI and there are still issues with selecting the optimal feedback region, the future for rtASL is promising due to its inherent advantages over BOLD signal related methods (presentation by Várkuti). Some potential uses of rtASL include tracking thrombolysis in ischemic stroke or anesthesia depth. Indeed, the disadvantage of the lower temporal resolution could be negated through experiments focused on brain regions that cannot be so quickly modulated, since ASL does not suffer from signal baseline drifts like BOLD imaging. However, as ASL is based on a similar neurovascular coupling reaction as BOLD imaging, the hemodynamic response with its delay is common to both methods.
Feedback of network or connectivity-related activity may better represent brain physiology than region-based methods and exploit the advantages of whole brain coverage. Some trends towards MVPA in rtfMRI were presented at the conference (presentations by LaConte and Goebel), including an experiment examining support vector machine (SVM) classification of emotional states (presentation by Rana), as well as recently published examples using sparse logistic regression (Shibata et al., 2011) . Some examples of connectivity feedback included experiments using connectivity between the inferior frontal and superior temporal gyrus (presentation by Ruiz) and between bilateral motor cortices (presentation by Zilverstand). Both functional and effective connectivity methods, as well as multivariate pattern classification, could represent part of a larger movement towards multivariate feedback.
The longer term future
Predicting where such a fast-changing field will emerge in the next two decades is a difficult task. The current direction would suggest higher contrast-to-noise, more physiologically-related signals from multiple, more precise areas of the brain will be accessible. At the same time, more advanced computational methods of state classification and signal conditioning are being developed that will further improve robustness and selectivity of rtfMRI. As a result, rtfMRI protocols will likely become more varied before they begin to settle to some accepted design principles.
For therapeutic purposes, one would assume that clear physiological signals facilitate better neurofeedback performance. Subsequently, the functional consequences of such self-control will become more clearly defined, and thus more accurately identify ideal candidates.
Standardization of transfer will be established and compared with specific behavioral and psychological measures during neurofeedback. It is well imaginable that in the next decades rtfMRI neurofeedback could enter the phase of clinical treatment of specific neurological or mental disorders where invasive intervention is not appropriate. Neurofeedback could also be used as a complement with other therapeutic methods, e.g. physical rehabilitation delivered via MRcompatible robotic manipulation (Gassert et al., 2006 (Gassert et al., , 2008 . While training in the scanner may not be feasible on a long-term basis, the aim would be to have the patient transfer this learned ability for use ubiquitously outside the scanner. Also, it is possible that rtfMRI will be used as a method for developing and testing novel therapeutic interventions that are then used in later subjects outside of the scanner.
Apart from use of rtfMRI neurofeedback for therapy, the application of rtfMRI in psychiatry could also consist in identifying the neural correlates of certain mental or psychotherapeutic interventions in patients and then optimizing these interventions. Such online, whole-brain diagnostic procedures could help immediately evaluate the effectiveness of psychotherapeutic sessions or identify eligible patients for certain psychotherapies, specifically towards treatment response prediction. It may also serve for gaining knowledge about the neurobiological backgrounds of mental interventions applied in a psychotherapeutic context. FMRI BCIs could be useful in applications that require precise measurement of whole brain activity. This technology could be of great use for patients unable to communicate by any other means, including EEG-based BCIs . For bedside BCIs used daily, expensive, stationary and slow technology such as fMRI may not be feasible, but for situations that require relatively high spatial resolution compared to EEG, fNIRS could lead the way (presented by Zimmermann).
Perhaps the most immediate application of rtfMRI is in quality assurance . As scanner manufacturers further implement real-time packages in their own software, clinicians will be able to ensure contrast integrity, motion parameters and identify electromagnetic interference with additional research or clinical equipment. In the future, it may be possible that scanner sequences will optimize themselves to improve contrast, and maybe even adjust for movement artifacts. The ability to compensate for movement online, perhaps using ultrafast sequences, would open up a whole new range of tests that could be conducted in the scanner.
There are still fundamental questions about rtfMRI that may need to be addressed before the technology is ready for clinical translation. Issues such as learning to control the signal with the hemodynamic delay, optimal sensory channels for feedback and feedback design, how to maximize signal-to-noise ratio, what strategies are best to facilitate learning and control, whether the effect size is clinically relevant, and whether the training can be transferred outside the scanner are critical to understand. While many studies have addressed some of these issues within a specific application, these questions should be revisited before applying rtfMRI to any new field.
Conclusions from the meeting
Over the past decade much work has shown promise for rtfMRI in neurofeedback and other applications. Some key successes, including showing relevant behavioral effects of neurofeedback, exhibiting its use as a scientific tool, and identifying online brain states have led to a recent spike in interest in the field. Yet despite clear progress, fundamental issues remain such as the minimum discernible signal-to-noise ratio of feedback, imagery strategy, effect size, transfer, and how participants learn to self-regulate their BOLD signal. Following the talks and discussions, it was agreed that these issues and current ones should be discussed every two years at this conference, open to the worldwide community. In addition, a mailing list was created to share general thoughts, problems, job announcements, or other relevant information to the field (email James Sulzer at jamessulzer@gmail.com to register).
